Bridge sampling is an effective Monte Carlo method for estimating the ratio of normalizing constants of two probability densities, a routine computational problem in statistics, physics, chemistry, etc. The Monte Carlo error of the bridge sampling estimator is determined by the amount of overlap between the two densities. Complementing and generalizing the Warp-I, II, and III transformations (Meng and Schilling, 2002) , which are most effective for increasing the overlap between two uni-modal densities, we introduce Warp-U transformations that aim to transform multi-modal densities into Unimodal ones but without altering their normalizing constants. The construction of Warp-U transformation starts with a Gaussian (or other convenient) mixture distribution φmix that has a reasonable overlap with a target density p underlying the unknown normalizing constant. The stochastic transformation that maps φmix back to its generating distribution N (0, 1) is then applied to p, resulting in its Warp-U transformationp. The overlap betweenp and N (0, 1) is theoretically guaranteed to be no less than the overlap between p and φmix, as measured by anyf -divergence, leading to statistically more efficient bridge sampling estimators. We propose a computationally efficient method to find an appropriate φmix, and use simulations to explore various estimation strategies and the choices of tuning parameters, with the aim to achieve statistical efficiency without unduly losing computational efficiency. We illustrate our findings using 10-50 dimensional highly irregular multi-modal densities. We also propose a strategy for using Warp-U transformations to improve MCMC algorithms, especially for sampling from multi-modal distributions.
system density q(ω; T, v) = exp {−H(ω, v)/(kT )} , where T is the temperature, k is the Boltzmann's constant, v is a vector of system characteristics, and H(ω, v) is the energy function.
Because of the high dimensionality of the energy function, Monte Carlo (MC) methods are often the only feasible tool for estimating the partition function, i.e., the normalizing constant of q; see, for example, Bennett (1976) , Voter and Doll (1985) , and Ceperley (1995) .
Another example is the computation of the observed-data likelihood, L(Θ; Y obs ). More specifically, L(Θ; Y obs ) is the normalizing constant of the conditional distribution of Y mis given (Y obs , Θ), P (Y obs |Y mis , Θ), with the complete-data distribution as an unnormalized density, i.e., L(Θ; Y obs ) P (Y obs |Θ) = P (Y mis , Y obs |Θ)u(dY mis ), where u is the underlying measure (e.g., Lebesgue or a counting measure). As an example in genetics, Θ represents the locations of disease genes relative to a set of markers, Y obs is a vector of genotypes of markers for some members of a pedigree, and Y mis represents unobserved allele types inherited from parents. For a large pedigree with many loci, direct calculation of the observeddata likelihood is often prohibitive. Fortunately, it is feasible to evaluate P (Y obs , Y mis |Θ) and to simulate Y mis from the conditional distribution, P (Y mis |Y obs , Θ); therefore estimating L(Θ; Y obs ) becomes estimating the normalizing constant of P (Y mis |Y obs , Θ) ∝ P (Y mis , Y obs |Θ).
In addition, MC integration is often used to estimate Bayes factors. Specifically, let Y be our data, fitted to two plausible models M 0 and M 1 , parameterized by Θ 0 and Θ 1 . The Bayes factor is then the ratio of the model likelihoods, P (Y |M 0 ) and P (Y |M 1 ), where
is the normalizing constant of the unnormalized density, P (Θ i , Y |M i ), of Θ i . In most applications, MC draws of Θ i from its posterior distribution, P (Θ i |Y, M i ), are made for the purpose of statistical inference. Hence no additional sample is needed for implementing the bridge sampling.
Our key aim here is to improve the efficiency of bridge sampling estimators when the underlying densities are multi-modal, as is common for complex models. Section 2 briefly overviews warp bridge sampling (Meng and Schilling, 2002) , highlighting its power in increasing distribution overlaps. Section 3 introduces a class of stochastic transformations, Warp-U transformations, that can warp two multi-modal densities into having substantial overlap without altering their normalizing constants. Section 4 outlines a computationally efficient strategy for finding a specific transformation and studies the properties of the corresponding estimator, and Section 5 compares both the computational cost and the statistical efficiency of estimators with different tuning parameters, aiming to provide practical guidance for choosing them. Section 6 explores a different direction of using Warp-U transformations for the purpose of improving MCMC algorithms, especially for sampling from multi-modal distributions.
Literature Review: Warp Bridge Sampling
Bridge sampling (Bennett, 1976; Meng and Wong, 1996) estimates the ratio of the normalizing constants of two unnormalized densities by leveraging the overlap between the two densities.
Therefore, any method that can increase this overlap has the potential of reducing the MC error.
The warp bridge sampling of Meng and Schilling (2002) explored this idea by transforming the simulated data so that the densities of the transformed data have substantially more overlap.
To fix the idea, for i = 1, 2, let q i be the two unnormalized densities with respect to a common measure u, each with a normalizing constant c i . We use p i to denote the normalized density, i.e., p i (ω) = c −1 i q i (ω), for ω ∈ Ω i , where Ω i is the support of q i . We are interested in estimating the ratio r = c 1 /c 2 or λ = log(r), using the given draws, {w i,1 , w i,2 , . . . , w i,ni }, from p i , i = 1, 2.
Bridge Sampling
Bridge sampling relies on a simple fact that for any function, α, defined on Ω 1 ∩Ω 2 and satisfying 0 < Ω1∩Ω2 α(ω)p 1 (ω)p 2 (ω)u(dω) < ∞, the following identity holds;
where E i represents the expectation with respect to p i . The corresponding bridge sampling estimator of r is then the sample counterpart of (1), i.e., .
Different choices of α lead to estimators with different statistical efficiencies, quantified by the asymptotic variance ofλ α = log(r α ), or equivalently, the asymptotic relative variance of r α , E(r α − r) 2 /r 2 . Under the assumption that all the MC draws used in (2) are mutually independent, Meng and Wong (1996) showed that the first-order asymptotic variance ofλ α is given by (n 1 + n 2 ) −1 V α (p 1 , p 2 ), where
with s i = n i /(n 1 + n 2 ) and p * i = s i p i . Both the importance sampling and the geometric bridge sampling are special cases of bridge sampling, with α imp ∝ 1/q 2 and α geo ∝ 1/ √ q 1 q 2 , respectively. Meng and Wong (1996) showed that the asymptotic relative variance of the geometric bridge sampling estimator,r geo , is Var λ
whereλ geo = log (r geo ), b = Ω1∩Ω2 [p * 1 (ω) + p * 2 (ω)] u(dω) 1, and H E (p 1 , p 2 ) is the Hellinger distance between p 1 and p 2 , defined as
When all the draws are independent, Meng and Wong (1996) found that the optimal choice of α in terms of minimizing the asymptotic variance ofλ α is α opt (ω) ∝ 1 s 1 q 1 (ω) + rs 2 q 2 (ω)
.
Because α opt depends on the unknown quantity r, Meng and Wong (1996) proposed an iterative sequence that converges to the optimal bridge sampling estimator,r opt , i.e., 
where l i,j = q 1 (w i,j )/q 2 (w i,j ), for i = 1, 2, and j = 1, 2, . . . , n i . The sequence typically converges tor opt within a few iterations (e.g., 10) in many applications. Meng and Wong (1996) showed that the asymptotic variance ofλ opt = log(r opt ) is the same as that of the un-realizable log(r αopt ), that is, there is no loss of efficiency (asymptotically) due to adaptation via iteration (6). Specifically,
where H A (p 1 , p 2 ) is the (sample-size adjusted) harmonic divergence between p 1 and p 2 given by
where w i = s 2 ), i = 1, 2. Via a likelihood that treats the baseline measure u as the (infinite dimensional) parameter, Kong et al. (2003) showed thatr opt is an MLE, and hence further confirms its optimality.
Warp Bridge Sampling
From (4) and (7), we see that if we apply transformation F i , to w i,j such that (A) the unnormalized density,q i , of the transformed data,w i,j = F i (w i,j ), has the same normalizing constant as q i , and (B) H E (p 1 ,p 2 ) < H E (p 1 , p 2 ) and/or H A (p 1 ,p 2 ) < H A (p 1 , p 2 ), then the corresponding bridge sampling estimator (e.g., geometric and/or optimal) based on {(w i,1 , . . . ,w i,ni ); i = 1, 2} will have smaller asymptotic variance than that based on {(w i,1 , . . . , w i,ni ); i = 1, 2}. Warp transformations (Meng and Schilling, 2002) were motivated exactly by this observation.
In particularly, Warp-I transformation moves one density closer to another to increase their overlap. Let µ be a location parameter, e.g., the difference between the means or between the modes of the two densities. We then letw
2,j = w 2,j , and accordingly we haveq (I) 1 (w) = q 1 (w + µ) andq (I) 2 = q 2 , respectively. The Warp-I bridge sampling estimator is then obtained by replacing w i,j and q i in (2) withw (I) i,j andq (I) i , respectively. Figure 1 shows the densities before (left panel) and after (right panel) Warp-I transformation, demonstrating the substantially increased overlap.
The next level transformation is to match both the center and the spread. Let µ i be a location parameter and S i be a scaling parameter. The Warp-II transformation is thenw (II) i,j = S −1 i (w i,j − µ i ), the unnormalized density of which isq (II) i (ω) = |S i |q i (S i ω + µ i ). The dash-dot curve in Figure 2 (left) is an example ofp (II) 1 , which has more overlap with p 2 than p 1 orp (I) 1 has.
The third order consideration (in terms of the order of moments) naturally would be symmetry, which can be done nicely via a stochastic transformation. Specifically, a Warp-III transformation sets w i,j = ξ j S −1 i (w i,j − µ i ), where ξ j takes on value 1 or −1 with equal probability (independently of w i,j ) to induce symmetry. Its unnormalized density isq
, an example of which is shown in Figure 2 (right; the dashdot curve). Below we show that the idea of stochastic transformations is also very powerful in dealing multi-modality, a thorny issue in MC (and in statistical inference in general).
Warp-U Bridge Sampling
We begin by focusing on estimating a single normalizing constant and fix the other density to be a common density, φ, such as N (0, I d ) or t-distribution. This makes it easier to see the essence of our method, i.e., to transform the data so that the corresponding density will be close to φ.
The problem of estimating a ratio of two normalizing constants can then be handled by either (i) two bridge sampling estimators for the numerator and denominator of the ratio separately based on the transformed dataset {w i,1 , . . . ,w i,ni } iid ∼p i and {z i,1 , . . . , z i,mi } iid ∼ φ, for i = 1, 2 (and the draws from φ can be shared), or (ii) one bridge sampling estimator of the ratio directly based on the two transformed datasets {w i,1 , . . . ,w i,ni } iid ∼p i for i = 1, 2. Strategy (ii) is effective because two densities tend to overlap substantially when they both overlap significantly with a common density (see Section 5.5).
Since we focus on a single q, we drop the double indices and let {w 1 , . . . , w n } be n i.i.d draws from p = c −1 q, where p is assumed to be a continuous density in R d . We denote {z 1 , . . . , z m } to be i.i.d draws from a chosen density φ. For concreteness, we will fix φ to be N (0, I d ) throughout the paper, but many other choices of φ can work equally well or even better.
Definition and Intuition of Warp-U Transformation
At the center of the proposed Warp-U transformation is a Gaussian mixture distribution, i.e.,
where φ is the pdf of N (0, I), φ (k) represents the k-th component in φ mix , including its weight π k , for k = 1, . . . , K, and ζ collects the transformation parameters {(π k , µ k , S k ) : k = 1, . . . , K}. Alspach and Sorenson (1972) showed that a Gaussian sum approximation in the form of (9) can converge uniformly to any piecewise continuous density function. So for a reasonable choice of K, we should be able to find a φ mix that has sufficient overlap with p. Section 4 will discuss how to estimate φ mix . Here we assume φ mix is known, to first describe the Warp-U transformation.
Specifically, the left plot of Figure 3 displays an example of p (dashed line) and φ mix (solid line) with reasonable overlap. We then apply a stochastic transformation, which will be illustrated in Figure 4 , to both of them to producep (dashed line) and φ (solid line), as in the right plot of Figure 3 , respectively. The solid curve on the vertical plate in Figure 4 (a) is φ mix , which is decomposed into three components, φ (k) , for k = 1, 2, 3, corresponding to the three solid curves in Figure 4 (b). Each component, φ (k) , is moved by µ k units to the origin and then rescaled by
k , resulting in π k φ, as shown in Figure 4 (d) (the solid curves). So after the transformation, the sum of the three components becomes φ.
From another prospective, if X ∼ φ mix , then X can be represented stochastically as X = S Θ Z + µ Θ , where Z ∼ φ, Θ is a discrete random variable with a probability mass function 2, 3, and Θ and Z are independent. Figure 4(b) shows the joint distribution of Θ and X, with their marginal distributions on the two vertical plates. The random index Θ induces a random transformation (e.g., it is a random variable for given x)
By applying F Θ to X, we obtain F Θ (X; ζ) = Z, and thus turning φ mix into φ. So if (x i , θ i ) is drawn from the joint distribution of (X, Θ),
θi (x i − µ θi ) is a draw from φ. Now we describe how to wrap p into p, the dashed line in Figure 3 . Let W be a random variable from p. We then construct a random index Ψ whose conditional distribution given W = w is the same as the conditional distribution of Θ given X = w. That is,
As a result, p is also decomposed into K components, i.e., p(ω) = K k=1 p (k) (ω), where Figure 4(c) shows the joint distribution of (W, Ψ) (thick dashed curves) and their marginal distributions (thin dash curves in the two vertical plates).
The Warp-U transformation applied to W is then defined via the same random map in (10):
To apply a Warp-U transformation to the data w j , we first calculate (·|w j ) according to (11), then draw ψ j from (·|w j ), and finally apply the deterministic transformation F ψj to w j .
Graphically, each p (k) in Figure 4 (c) is re-centered and re-scaled, like its counterpart, φ (k) . The dashed lines in Figure 4 (d) are the joint distribution of Ψ and the Warp-U transformed variable, W , the marginal distribution of which has a substantial overlap with φ.
We remark that when K = 1, Warp-U transformation does not produce more overlap beyond the original matching via fitting φ mix to p, which is the same as Warp-II transformation when we choose φ mix to be a location-scale family. When K > 1, Theorem 1 in Section 3.2 below ensures that there will be additional overlap betweenp and φ compared to the overlap between p and φ mix , unless p = φ mix already or the warp transformation is essentially a trivial one.
A Key Theorem for Warp-U Transformation
Figure 5 summarizes all the key variables and distributions underlying a Warp-U transformation, as described above, but the "index variable" Θ (and hence also Ψ) is permitted to take on an arbitrary distribution π on Π with dominating measure v, no longer restricted to be discrete.
We assume φ is chosen such that it shares the same support of our target p, denoted by Ω, and that the map X = H θ (Z) is chosen such that for any given value of θ ∈ Π, H θ (·) is one-to-one, almost surely (with respect to u) differentiable, and Ω = H θ (Ω). We denote its inverse map by
and the (marginal) density of X is
Let (·|ω) be the conditional distribution Θ|X = ω,
and, as before, the variable Ψ be defined through P (Ψ = θ|W = ω) = (θ|ω). The joint distributions of (Ψ, W ) and (Θ, X) therefore share the same conditional specification:
It is this same conditioning, a form of coupling, that creates the overlap between φ and the Warp-U transformed W : W = F Ψ (W ) ∼p, beyond that between φ mix and p.
To prove this mathematically, we will need a measure of overlap. The notion of f -divergence, or more precisely its complement (since small divergence corresponds to large overlap), serves well as a general class for our purposes. For any (non-trivial) convex function f on [0, ∞) such that f (1) = 0, the corresponding f -divergence between two probability densities p 1 and p 2 , when p 1 is absolutely continuous with respect to p 2 , is defined as
We prove below that any Warp-U transformation will reduce any f -divergence, unless either the transformation or f (or both) is trivially chosen, in which cases the f -divergence is unchanged.
Theorem 1. Suppose our warp transformation is defined as in Figure 5 , with the conditions given in its caption. The following results then hold.
1 Note here φ is used as a genetic notation, hence it is not necessarily the pdf of N (0, I d ). Here we assume that for almost surely (with respect to v) all values of θ ∈ Π, F θ and its inverse H θ are one-to-one, onto, and almost surely (with respect to u) differentiable maps from Ω → Ω.
(II) If f is strict convex, then the equality in (I) holds if and only if (θ;ω) ≡
φmix(H θ (ω)) is free of θ (almost surely with respect to v × u).
Proof. Let t(θ, ω) = F θ (ω), then we can write W = t(Ψ, W ) and X = t(Θ, X). Therefore,p and φ are determined by p Ψ,W and φ Θ,X of (17) respectively, via the same map t : Π × Ω → Ω. Claim (I) then follows from the well-known monotone property of f -divergence (Ali and Silvey, 1966) :
where the last equality holds because p Ψ,W /φ Θ,X = p/φ mix , a consequence of (17).
To prove (II), it is known that when f is strictly convex (Ali and Silvey, 1966) , the (first) inequality in (17) becomes an equality if and only if t is a sufficient statistics for the distribution family {p Ψ,W , φ Θ,X }. By the well-known factorization theorem for sufficiency, the latter condition is the same as requiring p Ψ,W (θ, ω)/φ Θ,X (θ, ω) to depend on (θ, ω) only through t = t(θ, ω) = F θ (ω), almost surely with respect to v × u. But from (17) and ω = F −1
Consequently, t is sufficient if and only if (θ; t) is free of θ, and hence (II).
The Hellinger distance, the weighted harmonic divergency in (8), and the L 1 distance are all examples of f -divergence, respectively with f He (t) = 0.
and f L1 (t) = |1 − t|. However, the inequality (I) does not necessarily hold for L p distance when p = 1 (and hence L p distance is not an f -divergence when p = 1). As a simple counterexample, let K = 1 in (9) and therefore φ mix (ω) = |S| −1 φ S −1 (ω − µ) . Thenp(ω) = |S|p(Sω + µ), and
We also remark that the condition (II) means that a warp transformation will always result in real gain, as measured by any strictly convex f -divergence, unless (A) φ mix is already a perfect fit to p, in which case obviously (θ,ω) = 1; or (B) p = φ mix , but the warp transformation F Θ is unfortunately (or unwisely) chosen that it renders the "likelihood ratio" (θ;ω) flat as a function of θ. Situation (B) includes the obvious case where F θ does not actually depend on θ, or θ does not vary because π is a singleton. For a seemingly non-obvious case of (B), suppose our p(ω)
happens to be a "length-biased" version of a mixture of φ(ω) and its "mirror reflection"
]/c, where 0 < α < 1, and c = E φ (|Z|) is nonzero and finite.
Noticing this "mirror mixing" nature, we may naturally consider F Θ (ω) = Θω, where Θ = 1 and −1 with probability β and 1 − β respectively (when β = 1/2, it reduces to the Warp-III transformation illustrated in Section 2.2). This would lead to φ mix (ω) = βφ(ω)
Suppose, by an unfortunate coincidence, the β we choose happens to be exactly the same as α.
Consequently p(ω) = |ω|φ mix (ω)/c, yielding (θ;ω) = |θω|/c = |ω|/c, and hence it is free of θ.
Intuitively, the mirror reflection does nothing to the "length bias" correction because the length is invariant to the sign of the variable Z, so if our warp transformation has rendered the exact match between the pre-correction version of p and the mixture φ mix , then further Warp-U matching will have no effect on increasing the overlap. The next section graphically illustrates where the further gains come from, which would make it clearer why in this contrived example the further gain is zero. We label this example as "contrived", because in practice for (A) or (B) to occur it would require far more knowledge (or extreme luck!) than we have for finding a computationally convenient approximation φ mix to p unless, of course, we make some mindless choices of our warp transformations, such as a mirror reflection when p is already symmetric.
Graphical Illustration of Theorem 1
The transformation given in Section 3.1 is a special case of a Warp-U transformation, where Θ is a discrete random variable with P (Θ = k) = π k , and H k (ω) = S kω + µ k . This case illustrates well how a Warp-U transformation increases the overlapping area between p 1 and p 2 :
Hence a decrease of L 1 distance necessarily increases the overlap.
Figure 6(a) shows a tri-modal distribution p (dashed curve) and φ mix with K = 2 components (solid line). The decomposition of p is determined by φ mix , i.e., p (k) = φ (k) p/φ mix , because of (17). The overlap of p and φ mix (shaded region in Figure 6 (a)) is exactly the sum of
. . , K. This is because, for any f (x), and hence certainly for f (x) = min{1, x}, we have
which follows from
For each k, a Warp-U transformation leads to the same relocating and rescaling of φ (k) and
, and their overlapping regions (shaded in red and yellow), which remain the same as those in Figure 6 (a) because this is a special case of (B) discussed previously with π being a singleton at Θ = k.
Figure 6(e) combines the two shaded regions, which constitute only part of the total overlap of φ andp. The additional overlap, shaded in green in Figure 6 (f), is due to the cross overlap
, for any l = k, that is not already included in the overlap betweenp (l) and φ (l) . Table 1 displays the overlap, the L 1 distance, the Hellinger distance, and the harmonic 
Figure 7: Graphical illustration of the increase of the overlap due to a Warp-U transformation, even as the components p (1) and p (2) are moved farther apart. See Figure 6 for more explanation.
divergence between p and φ mix and those betweenp and φ. Consistent with Figure 6 and Theorem 1, the overlap increases and all three choices of f -divergencies decrease after a Warp-U transformation, and rather substantially.
In the example of Figure 6 , due to a Warp-U transformation, the two components of p are scaled and then moved to the origin, and the resulting densityp is a single-modal distribution with more overlap with φ than that between p and φ mix . Figure 7 illustrates that, even if φ mix does not match well with p and the corresponding Warp-U transformation moves the components Figure 7 (a) shows the uni-modal density p (dashed line) and the bi-modal density φ mix (solid line), which matches poorly with p. Figure   7 (b,c) highlights p (1) and p (2) (thin dashed lines). A Warp-U transformation moves them farther apart, but it still brings about additional overlap, highlighted in green in Figure 7 (f) due to the "cross overlap" betweenp (k) and φ (l) for k = l.
Warp-U Bridge Sampling
After the Warp-U transformation that is determined by a fixed vector of parameters ζ in φ mix , the unnormalized density of the transformed data {w 1 , . . . ,w n } can be expressed as
Clearly, the normalizing constants ofq and q are both c, so we can estimate c with the bridge sampling estimator based on {w 1 , . . . ,w n } iid ∼p and {z 1 , .
α ≡r
We emphasize that α is typically a functional of the two densities, e.g., the optimal choice of α(·;p, φ) is proportional to (s 1p +s 2 φ) −1 . Since φ mix also has some overlap with p, the normalizing constant can also be estimated with the bridge sampling estimator based on {w 1 , . . . , w n }
Theorem 1 implies D(p, φ) D(p, φ mix ) for both the harmonic divergence and the Hellinger distance, so the asymptotic variance ofλ
α ) is smaller than that ofλ
for both the geometric and the optimal bridge sampling.
We use simulation to demonstrate the potential of a Warp-U transformation by comparing it with other warp transformations. In this section, φ mix is fixed and ζ is independent of {w 1 , . . . , w n }. For example, for fixed K, we can get ζ based on the expression of q, using methods such as iterative Laplace (Bornkamp, 2011) or fitting a Laplace approximation to each mode (Gelman et al., 2013, Chapter 12) . The performance of Warp-U bridge sampling where ζ is estimated from draws from p is explored in Section 4.
The dashed curve in Figure 8 (a) is a tri-modal density q, the normalizing constant of which is to be estimated with n = 10 3 i.i.d draws from it. An additional m = 10 3 i.i.d draws are made from N (0, 1) to conduct bridge sampling. As shown in Figure 8 (a), the two densities have very little overlap, and the harmonic divergence is 0.865. We apply the optimal bridge sampling algorithm in (6) to the N = 10 4 simulated replicate datasets, and obtain N vanilla optimal bridge sampling estimates of c with no transformation, denoted asĉ opt . Figure 9 (a) shows the histogram ofλ opt − λ, whereλ opt = log (ĉ opt ), which has a root mean square error (RMSE) 0.109. has the smallest RMSE. It is worth mentioning that, compared with a Warp-U transformation, the further reduction due to additional warp transformations are minor when φ mix already overlaps significantly with p.
We also compare the two optimal bridge sampling estimators defined in (22) and (23), denoted
opt . Theorem 1 implies the asymptotic variance ofλ
opt is smaller than that ofλ
opt , which is confirmed in Figure 10 . In addition, the empirical evidence also supports the relationship 
between the asymptotic variance ofλ opt and the harmonic divergence in (7).
Estimating Warp-U Transformation
The most crucial step in Warp-U bridge sampling is to obtain a φ mix having an adequate overlap with p, because φ mix determines the Warp-U transformations and corresponding Monte Carlo errors. In practice, we want to obtain a φ mix under reasonable constraints on computation. As mentioned in the previous section, in relatively low-dimensional ( 10) problems, we can obtain a φ mix based on the expression of q (Bornkamp, 2011; Gelman et al., 2013) . But these methods are too costly and unstable in high dimensions. Below we outline a simple method that can capture a good amount of the mass of p, and its computational cost is linear in the dimensionality. 
Fitting φ mix with Diagonal Covariance Matrixes to Data
Assume we have good quality data in D dimensions from p that can represent the important regions of the density. We propose fitting the data to a mixture of normal distributions with diagonal covariance matrices, that is,
where π k is the weight of the normal distribution
Unlike in statistical inference problems where ignoring correlations can have very serious consequences, for the Warp-U transformation, using diagonal covariance matrices is a reasonable compromise between computational efficiency and Monte Carlo efficiency. As shown in previous sections, it is not a necessary requirement that φ mix must be a great fit to p before we can benefit significantly from Warp-U transformations; any φ mix with a reasonable overlap with p would do the job. In the next section, we will provide further empirical evidence to illustrate this point.
Since it is well-known that a mixture normal without suitable restrictions has unbounded likelihood (Day, 1969; Kiefer and Wolfowitz, 1956 ), we estimate ζ by the penalized MLE proposed by Chen et al. (2008) . In particularly, we adopt the EM approach of Chen and Tan (2009) , but with a "robustified" penalty function
where IQ d is the inter-quantile range of the data in the d-th dimension.
Since EM tends to become trapped at local stationary points, we apply EM repeatedly for M times, each time with a different starting point ζ (0) . The initial values for π k 's and S k 's are kept the same, namely π
For the mean parameters µ k , for the first M/2 replications, we randomly draw K points without replacement from the available data as their initial values. For the second M/2 replications, along the dimension with the largest estimated variance, we first divide the region where 95% of the data reside in K subregions so that each subregion contains approximately the same number of data points. We then sample one data point from each of the K subregions as the initial mean parameters. The stopping criterion is set to satisfy |1 − (l
n is the value of the (un-penalized) log-likelihood at iteration t. In our simulations, EM stopped mostly within 100 iterations. After obtaining M estimates of ζ, we choose the one with the largest likelihood value as our parameter, ζ, for Warp-U bridge sampling. Simulations show that M as small as 2 to 10 is sufficient to obtain a local maxima that serves well for the purpose of ensuring adequate amount of overlap between p and φ mix .
Overcoming Adaptive Bias
Let ζ D be the estimate of ζ via the EM approach applied to the whole dataset, D = {w 1 , . . . , w n },
as the corresponding Warp-U bridge sampling estimator. Because ζ D is a function of the data, the distribution of the corresponding Warp-U transformed data, {w 1 , . . . ,w n }, is no longer proportional toq(·; ζ) of (21) I,Z ) (solid lines), Warp-U specified by ζ I , which is independent of D, and (iii) (dashed lines) the average of two Warp-U bridge sampling estimators with half of data for estimating ζ and the other half for bridge sampling. The subscript "Z" represents "Diag" (top row) or "Full" (bottom row) for the covariance matrices in the Gaussian mixture model. and none of the scale matrices Omega is sparse; see Azzalini (2011 Azzalini ( , 2013 for details.
The number of components in φ mix , which determines the Warp-U transformation, varies from 5 to 20. We simulate 10 4 replicate datasets, each of which contains 2500 independent draws from p and 2500 independent draws from N (0, I 10 ). For each K and each type of covariance matrices, we obtain ζ I by maximizing the penalized log-likelihood based on a fixed dataset from p that is independent of any data used for bridge sampling. The resultingλ
I,Full serve as our benchmark for comparison because they are not subject to the adaptive bias. I,Z , respectively, where "Z" indexes "Diag" or "Full". The first column in Figure 11 shows the excessive bias ofλ , i = 1, 2 is obtained by using a part of 50% of the data for estimating ζ and the other 50% for Warp-U bridge sampling. We then average the two estimators.
because on average larger K corresponds to more overlap between p and the calibrated φ mix , and thus more overlap betweenp and φ. In addition,λ
I,Z has slightly smaller variance thanλ
D,Z for fixed K, because ζ I is estimated from a much larger dataset than ζ D . The last column in Figure   11 shows the RMSE ofλ D,Z is due to the dependence of ζ D on the data coming from p, an obvious remedy is to use two independent subsets from p for estimating ζ and for bridge sampling.
We can then switch the roles of these subsets to ensure statistical efficiency. Figure 12 depicts our sub-sampling strategy, obtaining two separate bridge sampling estimators,λ
is obtained by using L n/2 of draws from p to estimate ζ and the other 50% draws for the Warp-U bridge sampling specified by the estimated ζ. The final estimatorλ
is the average of
. Empirical studies have shown the correlation ofλ
is very small (mostly < 0.06; see Figure 14) , thus, the variance ofλ Figure 11 show the bias, the standard deviation, and the RMSE ofλ Figure 11 also demonstrates that once the adaptive bias is removed, whether to use full or diagonal covariance matrices for fitting φ mix makes minor differences in terms of estimation errors, as seen by comparing the solid lines, or dashed lines, between the top and bottom plots in each column. But fitting with full covariance matrices is computationally much more expensive.
To demonstrate, Figure 13 (left) shows the log of RMSE ofλ
H,Full . On average, log(RMSE) ofλ H,Full (thick dashed line), and their difference diminishes as K increases. This is because, when K is large, over-fitting becomes more serious for the full-matrix model due to the additional KD(D − 1)/2 parameters in the model. The diagonal-matrix model, being much more parsimonious, continues to fit the data better and the resulting RMSE decreases at a stable rate.
Figure 13 (right) shows the CPU seconds for estimating ζ via the EM algorithm. On average in this study, it takes 12 times longer to obtain φ mix with full covariance matrices than with diagonal covariance matrices, and the difference increases with the dimension. In addition, in the step of bridge sampling, evaluating φ mix with full covariance matrices is much more costly than with diagonal covariance matrices. Therefore, a small loss of statistical efficiency but huge gain in computational efficiency justifies the use of diagonal covariance matrices. Our empirical evidence suggests that, for reducing RMSE, increasing the number of mixture components K is more effective than to use full covariance matrices. This is consistent with the intuition that, for the purposes of increasing distributional overlaps, it is more important to increase the chance for our model to find locations of (major) modes than to refine the curvature estimation (e.g., to better orient directions) at the estimated modes.
Therefore, in the subsequent sections, we only consider φ mix fitted with diagonal covariance matrices. For simplicity, we drop the subscripts "H" and "Diag", and letλ
α,2 denote the estimators with half of the data used for estimating ζ and the other half in bridge sampling, and the combined estimator asλ
α,2 .
Approximating Estimation Uncertainties
For L n/2, let {w 1 , . . . , w L } be L i.i.d draws from p we use to estimate ζ, resulting in ζ L .
Specified by the estimate ζ L , we apply the corresponding Warp-U transformation to the other half
α,1 (ζ L ) be the bridge sampling estimator based on Z m/2 ≡ {z 1+m/2 , . . . , z m } iid ∼ φ and the Warp-U transformed data, {w 1+n/2 , . . . ,w n } iid ∼ p. Then by the law of total variance,
where E L and Var L are taken over the sampling distribution of ζ L . Now becauseζ L is independent of {W n/2 , Z m/2 }, any conditional moment ofλ
α,1 given ζ L is the same as that ofλ but with ζ evaluated at ζ L . From Meng and Wong (1996) , we have
where V α (p, φ) is defined in (3), and the asymptotic bias ofλ
Consequently,
Figure 14 (left) shows the correlation betweenλ
for different values of K and m, based on 10 4 replications, within each of which n = 10 4 data points are generated from p, as described in Section 4.2. The correlation betweenλ
is due to the fact that L = 50K data points used in bridge sampling for one estimator are used for estimating ζ for the other estimator, thus we observe the correlation increases with K. Figure 14 (left) shows the correlation is very small (< 0.06) even when K = 50, so practically we can take
For a givenζ L , to estimate Var λ (U) α,1 ζ L , we divide {w 1+n/2 , . . . ,w n } and {z 1+m/2 , . . . , z m } each into S 2 non-overlapping subsets of equal size, and obtain S separate estimatorsλ 
α,i,s /S. There is a trade-off in choosing S, because small S may cause inaccurate estimation of the variance byν
α,2 , whereas large S may break the asymptotic results in (27) we rely on to obtain Var λ (U) α
Similarly, for the bridge sampling estimator based directly on {w 1+n/2 , . . . , w n } iid ∼ p and
α,1 , we have
and the variance ofλ can be estimated in the same way as in (28), with the subscript "U" replaced by "MIX". For fixed ζ L , Theorem 1 implies V α (p, φ mix ) V α (p, φ) (at least) for the geometric bridge and optimal bridge, and hence in general we expect the Warp-U bridge sampling estimators to dominate the original bridge sampling estimators, as we shall demonstrate in the next section.
Computational Configurations and Considerations
In the algorithm to obtainλ (X ) α , there are three tuning parameters:
• K: the number of components in the Gaussian mixture model φ mix (·; ζ);
• L: the number of data points from p to estimate ζ, as long as L n/2;
• m: the sample size of the dataset sampled from N (0, I D ) or φ mix .
To reach a sensible compromise between statistical and computational efficiencies, our criterion for comparisons will be the precision per CPU second (P pS), that is, (Var × CPU seconds) −1 .
We compareλ
, with different choices of (K, L, m), in searching for practical guidance for choosing these tuning parameters. In the simulation, we set the sample size n to be 10 4 in order to investigate the impact of large K on the estimators. For each (K, L, m), we summarize the estimates from the entire algorithm applied to each of the 10 4 replicate datasets from p, which is the same as the 10-dimensional example in Section 4.2. If not specified, L = min (50K, n/2) and m = n. Figure 15 explains why the variance and the RMSE ofλ (U) opt in Figure 11 decrease as K increases. The dotted line is the average of the maximum log-likelihoodl fit , defined as where {w 1 , . . . , w L } are used for estimating ζ via the EM algorithm. It measures how well the calibrated φ mix fits to the L data points used for estimating ζ, sol fit is an increasing function of K. The solid line in Figure 15 represents the average log-likelihoodl * based on the other half of the data and evaluated at ζ L , i.e.,
Impact of K
It can be viewed as a "predictive divergence" of the fitted φ mix from p. For moderate K, on average, as the mixture model fits the L data points better, more mass of p is captured by the calibrated φ mix , and thus bothl * and the statistical efficiency ofλ
opt increases as K increases. However, for a large K, the Gaussian mixture model will overfit the L n/2 data points from p. Figure 15 (right) shows thatl * decreases slightly when K exceeds 100, indicating a slight increase of the divergence between p and φ mix (·;ζ L ). Figure 16 shows the |bias|, standard deviation, and the RMSE (on a logarithmic scale) ofλ
with K ranging from 5 to 250. When K exceeds n/100, there is a slight increase in both the variance and the RMSE of these estimators as K continues to increase. When K > n/100, the total CPU time T
opt exhibits a quadratic growth with K, whereas T (mix) opt grows linearly with K. Since there is little gain in statistical efficiency when increasing K beyond n/100, the additional computational cost is wasted. Figure 17 (right) plots the P pS. The largest P pS is obtained when K is between 20 and 30.
Based on our simulation, a rule of thumb in choosing K is K n/100 to avoid overfitting to the L data points and unnecessary computational cost. Beyond that, we have not been able to obtain any simple rule for specifying the optimal K. We want K not too small to induce sufficient overlap between φ andp, but not too large to control the computational cost, both of which require problem specific knowledge. But as discussed before, the beauty of Warp-U bridge sampling is that it does not rely on φ mix to be a great fit to p to produce very good estimators.
Impact of L
Other factors being fixed, on average, larger L results in more overlap between p and φ mix , hence more overlap betweenp and φ, and better statistical efficiency ofλ (U) α . Therefore, if we are not concerned about the computational cost, we should use all of the data points in one half of the dataset to estimate ζ, and to apply the corresponding Warp-U transformation to the other half of the dataset, in order to obtainλ shows that RMSE decreases as L/K increases, but the reduction rate becomes very small when L/K > 50. Later Figure 22 shows a similar effect in a 50-dimension example. A reasonable quick rule of thumb is then to set L = min(50K, n/2). not already overlap withp (j) . The total number of possible rematching pairs is K(K − 1)/2, so as K increases, it is more likely to form additional overlaps.
Impact of m and a Comparison ofλ
The advantage ofλ
α is the inexpensive computational cost in the bridge sampling step, T Figure 19 shows that the statistical efficiency ofλ (U) opt can also be improved by increasing m, but the additional computational cost is significant. Therefore, in most cases, the P pS ofλ (U) opt decreases as m increases. It is, however, important to acknowledge that, for a fixed sample of size n from p, the best statistical efficiency achieved byλ (U) opt is better than that ofλ (mix) opt , and some of the expensive computational cost ofλ (U) opt can be saved by parallel computing, for instance. To sum up, we recommend using L = 50K data points from p to estimate ζ. The variance ofλ (X ) opt can be effectively reduced by increasing K and/or m up to certain levels. The rates of reduction in variance are different for K and m. When K is small, increasing K reduces the variance faster than increasing m; when K is large, increasing m is more beneficial for reducing the variance. For the estimatorλ (mix) opt , having a large m, e.g., m = 10n, is recommended thanks to the inexpensive computational cost T 
Example in 50 Dimensions
Here, p is a mixture of 30 distributions, including Gaussian distributions, t-distributions (including Cauchy distributions), and multivariate distributions with gamma and/or exponential marginal distributions and Gaussian copulas. The four 2-D projection contour plots of p in Figure 20 show the density has very long tails and is quite skewed in some directions. The evaluation of p is about 700 times more costly than φ. The simulation results are based on 10 4 replications, and in each replication, n = 10 4 data points from p are generated. Figure 21 shows the total computational cost, the RMSE, and the P pS ofλ (X ) opt . As in the 10-dimensional example, the RMSE decreases as K increases up to n/100, and when K > n/100, the mixture model overfits the data, resulting in a slight increase in the RMSE ofλ
opt is about 60% of that ofλ (mix) opt , but the computational cost ofλ
, so in terms of the P pS,λ
opt . In addition, for large K, when we increase m from n (black lines) to 16n (red) and 32n (green), the total computational cost ofλ (mix) opt increases only by a small fraction, but the gain in statistical efficiency is substantial. Figure 22 shows the impact of increasing L/K on T EM (left), T (X ) opt (middle), and the log(RMSE) (right) of estimators with K = 5 (black lines), 25 (red), and 50 (green). Consistent with Figure   18 , as L/K increases up to 50, the statistical efficiencies of the estimators improve considerably, but as we continue to increase L/K, the slope of the curves of log(RMSE) become very gradual.
Hence this example also supports L = min(50K, n/2). Figure 21: The total computational cost (left), the log(RMSE) (middle), and the P pS (right) ofλ
(dashed lines) with m = n (black), 16n (red), and 32n (green).
T EM in seconds T So far, we have mainly focused on estimating one normalizing constant, by pairing it with a known constant from φ mix . But in many cases we can also apply the Warp-U strategy directly for estimating the ratio of two unknown normalizing constants. Specifically, suppose we have
, and the two densities share the same support. Then the ratio of the two normalizing constants c 1 and c 2 can be estimated by at least three procedures:
1. Estimate λ 1 = log(c 1 ) and λ 2 = log(c 2 ) separately via Warp-U bridge sampling, denoted
2. Estimate λ 1 and λ 2 separately by the algorithm ofλ 3. Estimate the ratio directly by applying bridge sampling to the two sets of Warp-U trans-formed data.
Here, for (3), we first divide the data {w i,1 , . . . , w i,ni } into two halves, estimate a Gaussian mixture distribution, φ mix,i , from the L i ( n/2) observations of the first half of the data, and then apply the corresponding Warp-U transformation to the second half of the data. Given the calibrated φ mix,i , both transformed datasets, {w i,j ; j = 1 + ni 2 , . . . , n i } for i = 1, 2, have substantial overlap with the common density φ, so we expect they overlap with each other substantially. Therefore, we can apply bridge sampling to {w i,j ; j = 1 + ni 2 , . . . , n i } iid ∼q i for i = 1, 2, and obtain one estimate of λ, denoted asλ (U) * α,1 . Reversing the roles of the two halves of the datasets, we obtain a different estimate,λ (U) * α,2 . The final estimator isλ
α,2 . In our simulation to compare these estimators, both p 1 and p 2 are 10-dimensional densities.
p 1 is the mixture of 25 multivariate skew-t distributions, as described in Section 4.2, and p 2 is a mixture of 20 multivariate skew-t distributions, which is more spread out than p 1 and has more correlations among different dimensions. The results are based on 5000 replications, and each replication consists of n i = 10 4 data points simulated from p i , for i = 1, 2. In practice,
we can adopt different numbers of components in φ mix,1 and φ mix,2 , which define the Warp-U transformations for the two datasets. However, in our simulation, we set φ mix,1 and φ mix,2 to have the same number of components K, and varying K from 5 to 250. 
Exploring Warp-U Transformations for Sampling
So far our focus has been on applying Warp-U transformations to better use the given draws for estimating normalizing constants. Whereas clearly more work is needed before we can fully realize the potential of Warp-U bridge sampling, we wish to conclude our paper by exploring a different use of Warp-U transformation, that is, for Monte Carlo sampling itself. Specifically, Parno and Marzouk (2014) proposed using transformations from the target distribution to a reference distribution, such as normal, or t-distribution, to improve the efficiency of a typical Metropolis-Hastings algorithm. Their transformations are deterministic and monotonic maps between the target and the reference distributions. Below we show how to use the stochastic Warp-U transformation to achieve a similar purpose. Specifically, going back to Figure 5 , we see how W ∼ p is transformed to W ∼ p through Warp-U transformation. Obviously we can reverse this transformation. First, for each sampled w = F ψ (w) ∼p, we draw a new ψ * from the conditional distribution of Ψ given W = w, which can be obtained via (c.f. (17) for notation)
where
ψ , as before. This sampling is typically easy, especially when we choose Ψ to be discrete, because the right-hand side of (29) is readily available from our construction of Ψ and the map F Ψ , and from our ability to evaluate the (unnormalized) target density q ∝ p. We then apply the inverse transformation to w to obtain w * = H ψ * ( w). But because
, we see that w * and w have identical distribution since ψ * and ψ are two independent draws from the same conditional distribution (29), by our very construction. That is, the process moving from w to w * preserves the target distribution p, hence repeating it will yield a Markov chain with p as its stationary distribution:
Furthermore, because w (t+1) and w (t) are conditionally independent given w, with judicious choices of the transformation of F ψ (and hence its inverse H ψ ) that reduce the dependence of (29) on w, we can improve the convergence speed of the resulting chain.
As a proof of concept, we use a mixture of 3 bivariate skewed-t distributions as our target p, to explain and demonstrate how a Warp-U transformation can help our chain to mix fast.
We use three different φ mix (ω), in the form of (9), with K = 5, 10, 20 respectively to determine the Warp-U transformation. See Figure 24 for the contour plots of p (left), and φ mix when K = 5 and 10, which are obtained by fitting (9) to 10 4 samples from p. In real applications, of course, one will not have such samples before implementing a reliable MCMC algorithm. For our simulation study, we use such samples fitted deliberately to wrong models to mimic the different constructions of φ mix based on prior information of varying qualities, as in real applications. Here all mixture normal models are very wrong in terms of both the number of mixture components (which is 3 for the target density p) and the distribution shapes (which are skewed t for p).
Our goal here is not to estimate p well (after all, we know p completely), but rather to create a convenient approximation that has a significant overlap with p.
Once the Warp-U transformation F ψ is formulated, we start initially with w s . When the number of components in φ mix is small, i.e., K = 5, φ mix is quite different from p. The resulting poor stochastic map is unable to efficiently explore the whole space. Although we ran for 10 3 iterations, the chain was only able to reach 86 unique values. However, the auto-correlation of these draws is very small. From the trace plot, we also see that the chain was able to move among the dense areas of p frequently. This is not surprising considering the random (but stationary) movement induced by (30), a general strategy to prevent a Markov chain from becoming trapped. As K increases, the quality of our Warp-U sampler improves, again confirming our intuition that the effectiveness of Warp-U sampling depends on the quality of the Warp-U transformations, indexed here by K. When K = 20, the ACF plot suggests that the chain almost delivers i.i.d. draws. This potential can also be understood from the trivial case when φ mix = p, that is, when we have perfect information to "decompose" p. In such cases, the Markov chain defined by (30) would lead to an i.i.d. sequence because P Ψ| W (Ψ = k| w) = π k , that is, (29), is free of w. This suggests that the closer we are able to match φ mix to the target p, the more likely we would have a fast mixing chain.
We emphasize that the chain (30) can be constructed on top of any Markov chain, because it builds on an augmented space (W, Ψ), and uses (typically discrete) Ψ to move among different regions, which do not need to correspond to any actual modal areas of the target, as far as the validity of the chain goes. However, there is no free lunch. How effective this strategy is will depend critically on how much we know about p, to construct a sensible "moving index" ψ that will help to capture the major mass areas of p. We will explore these issues in our applied work, and we invite others to try this Warp-U strategy in their applications, as it is both flexible and easy to implement.
In a nutshell, we believe Warp-U transformations and, more generally, stochastic transformations have much to offer for efficiently analyzing as well as generating Monte Carlo samples.
We therefore hope our paper can serve as a stimulus to encourage more researchers to explore this stochastic land of opportunities, which is likely to be far more vast than currently realized.
